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Is the market share really the most important value?
Story of DB Schenker Rail AG

Transition from patchwork to network

2001: 20% market share in Europe
2012: 26%

2001: 97% market share in Germany
2012: 71%

Market shares are based on tkm
Today we are a European railway company

European market share in 2012¹

- delivery of new Vectrons to Poland
- Transfer of Class 77 from France to Germany
- Transfer of Class 92 from UK to Bulgaria and Romania
- Transfer of SANF 128 wagons from Germany to Romania

¹ Market share based on tkm 2012
Our strategy to gain the market share

Carry high volumes over long distances

Be interoperable rail freight carrier

DBSR AG – transport performance in mio Tkm

Development interoperable locomotives DB SR

Number of Locomotives

Allocation mainline locos 100% = 2.172 locos

387 / 2012

764 / 2030

35% interoperable mainline locomotives

65% country specific locomotives
Our examples of gained market share via customer-tailored solutions

- **Gefco transports**
  - Gefco, a big customer of the French subsidiary ECR
  - Successful take-over of transports with high quality, especially through strengthening the network of wagon group in France

- **Direct connection UK - Poland**
  - First regular rail freight market offer between UK and Poland
  - Usage of the „High-Speed-One“ connection from the channel to London

- **Ford Craiova train**
  - Customer-tailored solution for transport from Romania to Germany and Netherlands
  - Utilization of own DB SR companies and cooperation with our railway partners in SEE
Our examples of gained market share via customer-tailored solutions

**Single wagon system in Poland**
- System of 3 line trains in with daily departures
- Innovative transport solution for **single wagons and wagon groups** in Polish market
- No restrictions regarding the transport of **dangerous goods**

**Kaluga and NiNo train**
- **Premium customer solution** for automotive transport to Kaluga and Nizhny Novgorod in Russia
- Cooperation between DBSR companies and our railway partners
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